
Year End Cleanup 
 
 
     For many it is customary to tie up loose ends as the year end approaches in an effort to start the new 

year with a clean slate.  With that in mind here are a couple of quick items for you to review. 

 

Advantage>New Business Solutions>Status>Pending Paperwork 

Changing your filter to Pending Paperwork can help clear a number of items out of Items in progress.  

Typically bundles with a Pending Paperwork status will fall under one of the two categories below. 

             

Bundles with no paperwork attached - review to identify whether you need to: 

follow-up with a client for paperwork that hasn’t been returned yet,  

connect paperwork that is in the vault and hasn’t been attached to this bundle 

delete a bundle that was created and ultimately not needed  

 

Bundles with paperwork attached are frequently there because there is a sponsor transaction associated 

with it that is stuck in the Sponsor Transaction queue.  It will typically reflect as Ready for Submittal in 

the status.  Open using the pencil icon so that you will get the submit option across the top.  After you 

receive the successful transmission message your page should display an option to Transmit paperwork 

through the Vault.  Even if you have no attachment you will need to complete this step in order for the 

NBTR to actually attach to the bundle hanging out in Items in Progress as Pending Paperwork.  We have 

seen repeatedly that even after completing this cycle the Sponsor Transaction status will still reflect as 

Ready to Submit, sometimes right up until the status changes to Approved, so the only way to verify that 

the dots have all been connected is to verify the Items in Progress status has changed to Transmittal 

Received.  Compliance reminder: Paperwork cannot be forwarded to a sponsor until transactions are 

approved so if you have something that you are processing and you haven’t seen it come up as approved 

under New Business Solutions Status, please reach out to our office so we can identify where the 

transaction is hung up. 

 

Advantage>New Business Solutions>Sponsor Transactions>Review Transactions 

Identify any items that were entered as tests for hands on understanding of this feature and use the x 

under the Action field to delete.  This step also applies to anything that was entered in anticipation of a 

client meeting that they elected not to implement.  That should leave you with only the items that you are 

waiting for something to complete the process.  If you have a lot of Sponsor Transactions you can narrow 

your review options by selecting Ready for Submittal or Incomplete from the Status filter just to the upper 

left of the Search button mid-screen within the Search for Sponsor Transactions window. 

 

As always, if you need any assistance or clarification regarding today’s Tip, please reach out to our office. 

 


